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Abstract

Businesses fail in the absence of an engagement strategy with stakeholders who influence and are influenced by a company’s business activity in communities where the company has a presence. A lack of understanding of the interdependency implicit in the company/community relationship, and the absence of new frameworks to encourage collaboration, has led increasingly to an inability to resolve conflicting views. An evolving approach is business participation in multisector collaborative watershed initiative partnerships. This qualitative multiple case study examines the perspectives of 22 participants of two watershed partnerships relating to corporate social responsibility (CSR), the Triple Bottom Line of sustainable development (TBL), and shared value. The study’s theoretical framework focuses on stakeholder theory integrated with the corporate imperatives of CSR, the TBL, and shared value. The research question is how these constructs might define an unexplored community engagement framework between the company, the community, and watershed initiatives. The research data suggests these factors are interrelated, and, when integrated into a strategy, define a Sustainable Community Engagement Framework that redefines the business case for engaging stakeholders to help resolve often conflicting views relating to the company’s business activity. The study outcomes are particularly relevant to academics, practitioners, business managers, and consultants engaged with high profile organizations such as chemical, petroleum and utility businesses whose presence may generate community concerns about their business activities, especially their environmental footprint.
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1. Introduction

The generally accepted role of business in society has been to research and produce useful products that improve quality of life while making a profit and earning the support of the community in which the business is engaged (FitzGerald & Cormack, 2006; Krishnan, 2011; Williams, 2014). However, the relationship between business and society has come under increasing scrutiny because of concern about the unrestrained growth of business’ influence in the evolving global economy (Nemetz, 2015). Further, a lack of understanding has become more commonplace relating to the interdependency implicit in the relationship between the company and community stakeholders; often, the result is an inability to resolve conflicting views (Dunham, Freeman, & Liedtka, 2006; McLennan & Banks, 2019). This is an alarming trend because businesses have failed in the absence of sustainable relationships with individuals, organizations, and groups affected by the company’s business activity in communities where the company is located (Dunham et al., 2006).

Reducing stakeholder conflict will require developing innovative dialogue processes that expand management thinking beyond traditional engagement processes (Burchell & Cook, 2013). A strategy that is gaining acceptance is to generate shared value for the company and the community by applying the construct of the Triple Bottom Line (TBL) of sustainable development to the firm’s corporate social responsibility (CSR) engagement practices (Porter & Kramer, 2011). In fact, there is increasing support for the idea that developing new frameworks for engaging stakeholders that integrate the principle of shared value to help resolve conflicting stakeholder views is
essential to future business success (Harrison, 2013).

Issues least understood are the intention of the company, to whom the company is responsible, and the degree to which the company and the community are mutually accountable to achieve business and community success (Bowie, 2012; Dunham et al., 2006; McLennan & Banks, 2019).

An encouraging approach that has potential for reducing stakeholder conflict is business participation in collaborative watershed initiative partnerships that address community quality of life issues (Bradley, Hauser, Koonzt, & Bruskotter, 2012). Collaborative watershed initiative partnerships are multisector groups that work together informally to address environmental issues within the boundary of a watershed (Benson, Jordan, Cook, & Smith, 2013; Brinkman, Seekamp, Davenport, & Brehm, 2012; Leach & Pelkey, 2001). Watershed initiative partnerships often focus on integrating community economic, social, and environmental resources (Genskow, 2009). Companies that pursue innovative engagement strategies to resolve stakeholder differences such as with U.S. watershed initiatives may achieve competitive advantage as well as contribute to improved community quality of life economically, socially, and environmentally (Dawkins, 2014; Hall & Jeanneret, 2015).

2. Gap in Current Scholarly Thinking

The purpose of business is often controversial given that society is continuously reshaping business expectations including what business activities are acceptable (Cramer, 2002; Crane, Palazzo, Spence, & Matten, 2014). Theorists continue to debate how to integrate the agenda of the firm with the agenda of society (Chong, 2013; Devenin & Bianchi, 2018). A trend gaining momentum is realignment of citizenship programs from one size fits all philanthropy to programs aligned with the company’s core business purpose including accountability for economic, environmental, and social issues (Warhurst, 2005). Even so, it is also clear that shared value and application of the TBL of sustainable development to CSR engagement initiatives are not well understood (Rangan, Chase, & Karim, 2015).

Stakeholder theory emerged in the early 1900’s as a counter argument to the assertion that business must act in the interests of shareholders (Sonpar, 2011). Stakeholder research in the next thirty years must focus on improving understanding of how stakeholder theory creates value (Parmar, Freeman, Harrison, Wicks, Purnell, & deColle, 2010). Clarity is required relating to stakeholder best practices, particularly understanding how and why they create value and how and why engagement strategies change over time (Parmar et al., 2010). Multiple literature sources support Sloan’s (2009) assertion the engagement strategy of the future will be characterized by collaboration, learning, innovation, and a transformational mindset within the business sector.

Without question, CSR thought is evolving from whether and how to how well CSR is adding value to the business (“Does CSR Work?” 2008). In addition, there is increasing empirical support for the assertion that grassroots watershed initiatives are effective at building trust and social capital because stakeholders who participate are often a reflection of the community.

Considerable scholarly support exists for Burchell and Cook’s (2013) conclusion that new engagement frameworks are required that facilitate resolution of conflicting expectations among groups and individuals who influence or who might influence a company’s business practices. Multiple literature citations support Harrison’s (2013) belief that creating frameworks for engaging stakeholders and understanding the value created is essential to future business success.

Given these assertions, and, in agreement with Bowen, Newenham-Kahindi, & Herremans, (2010), there is clearly a gap in scholarly thinking relating to the need for new engagement frameworks, what community engagement strategies are appropriate, when to apply them, and how to define the benefits.

3. Research Question

The specific problem addressed by this qualitative, multiple case study is the lack of an existing framework regarding the creation of shared value when applying the TBL of sustainable development to CSR engagement initiatives among the company, the community, and U.S. watershed initiatives. The study purpose is to investigate factors that define a framework regarding the creation of shared value when applying the TBL as a CSR strategy between the company, the community, and U.S. watershed initiatives. The study focus is to compare shared value, CSR, and the TBL perspectives of leaders and participants from two collaborative watershed initiative partnerships. The research question is: How do shared value, CSR, the TBL define an engagement framework between the company, the community, and U.S. watershed initiatives to help resolve often conflicting stakeholder’ views?

4. Theoretical Framework

The theoretical framework for this study is stakeholder theory integrated with the corporate imperatives of CSR,
the TBL, and shared value. Stakeholder theory focuses on how business interacts with society with emphasis on processes that address conflicting expectations. The role of business is to integrate economic resources, political support, and knowledge generating technology to meet stakeholder interests as well as develop competitive advantage (Krstovic, Bakic, & Kostic, 2012). According to Harrison and Wicks (2013), stakeholder theory focuses on how business interacts with society with emphasis on processes that address conflicting expectations. The stakeholder concept addresses a theoretical view that the social mission of business is to enhance the firm’s profitability (Harrison & Wicks, 2013). Systems theorists and organization theorists focus on the construct of organizations as open systems that connect with external individuals and groups by employing strategies that integrate their interests (Emerson et al., 2011).

Bowie (2012) noted the emergence of two strategic questions: What is the intention of the firm and to whom is the firm responsible? Brown and Forster (2013) maintain CSR, broadly defined as business’s obligations to society, is the focus of scholars to improve understanding of the interdependency between the firm and stakeholders particularly communities. Four dimensions of CSR are to enhance profitability, be socially responsible, expand the business’s products and services, and embrace ethical practices (Brown & Forster, 2013). Managers struggle to determine the meaning, and value of CSR because of a lack of consensus about the meaning of the term (Madrakhimova, 2013; Nwagbara & Reid, 2013). Moratis (2014) suggested CSR was a legitimate academic pursuit that included instrumental, political, and ethical approaches such as the TBL and shared value. Applied to the firm, sustainable development requires integration of the TBL of economic prosperity, social equity, and environmental quality in strategic decision-making; however, the three dimensions are not always in harmony (Gao & Zhang, 2006; Glavas & Mish, 2015; Gomis et al. 2011). In the view of Tideman, Arts and Zandee (2013), the problem is often uncertainty and disagreement about the TBL response required.

Theorists continue to debate how to integrate the agenda of the firm with the agenda of society (Chong, 2013). Porter and Kramer (2011) argue the solution is to redefine the purpose of the firm by adopting the principle of shared value as creating economic value for the firm in a manner that also creates value consistent with the interests of society. Shared value is not corporate responsibility, or philanthropy (Porter & Kramer, 2011). In Porter and Kramer’s view, the firm gains competitive advantage by aligning the firm’s business purpose with quality-of-life issues that need improvement in communities where the firm conducts business. Strand, Freeman, and Hockerts (2015) contend shared value is a restatement of stakeholder theory. Rangan et al. (2015) found that despite the widespread acceptance of the principle of shared value, there is little evidence to support its use in actual practice.

Theorists, on the other hand, argue investing in social capital is a potential corporate strategy to improve the engagement practices between business and society (Spence & Schmidpeter, 2003). Social capital is good will that is generated from the network of relationships maintained by an individual or social organization (Adler & Kwon, 2002; Liu, Eng, & Ko, 2013). Understanding the synergy between stakeholder theory and social capital theory is critical for learning how to develop productive stakeholder relationships in the global economy of the 21st century (Cots, 2011). Engagement strategies, partnerships, and community initiatives influence the firm’s license to operate, development of social capital, as well as encourage innovative problem solving for the firm and the community (Russo & Perrini, 2010; Perrini, Russo, Tencaiti, & Vurro, 2011). Cots (2011) argues stakeholder social capital encourages productive firm-stakeholder relationships because trust and a willingness to work together defeats mistrust and unresolvable conflict.

A related issue is the need to improve understanding of contextual factors that influence the success of engagement practices such as industry, location, and community values, norms, and culture (Devenin & Bianchi, 2018; Sloan, 2009). At the macro level, the level of transparency of a company’s corporate social disclosures are related to the variety of cultures and social orientation of the countries where a company has a presence (Orij, 2010). In agreement with Orij (2010), Vitolla, Raimo, Rubino, & Garzoni (2019) acknowledged the role of culture as a determinant of the quality of integrated reporting with emphasis on cultural systems that value sustainability issues, ethics, and good governance. In a separate study, the quality of integrated reporting was positively associated with stakeholder pressure from customers, environmentalists, employees, shareholders, and government (Vitolla et al., 2019). Chiu & Wang (2015) found the quality of a company’s social reporting intended to earn stakeholder support is influenced by the importance the company attaches to its stakeholders, the degree to which a country’s local, and national regulations are enforced, global supply chain issues, and international capital market expectations.

5. Methods

The research design is a qualitative, multiple case study. The most defining characteristic of a case study is the boundaries or limits of the study content (Toma, 2011). The bounded description for this study is the creation of shared value when applying the TBL of sustainable development to CSR engagement initiatives to define an
unexplored framework for a community engagement strategy between the firm, the community, and U.S. watersheds. The desired outcome is to help resolve often conflicting stakeholder views. The case study design is appropriate because the study intent is not to develop theory, explore the life of an individual, investigate a culture, or examine experiences individuals have in common. Rather, the intent is to explore a bounded, real-life situation, what Stake (1995) and Yin (2014) maintain is the purpose of a case study.

5.1 Study Focus
The primary study focus is to compare shared value, CSR, and the TBL perspectives of leaders and participants from two collaborative watershed initiative partnerships. A second study focus is to examine whether the study findings support an emerging view in the literature that stakeholder theory addresses stakeholder differences by pinpointing relationships that seek common ground through collaboration (Burchell & Cook, 2013; Harrison & Wicks, 2013; Sloan, 2009; Steurer, 2006). Additionally, the learning from the study findings might identify a combination of TBL related factors that could be useful to communities that give priority to improving their quality of life economically, socially, and environmentally.

Yin (2014) maintained case studies were not samples because their numbers were too small to represent a larger population. Rather, Yin believed the focus of the case study should be on collaborating, modifying, or rejecting the theoretical concepts that were part of the study research design. Selection of two watershed focused organizations was justified by a general guideline of qualitative research that suggests collection of extensive data from a few individuals and organizations is appropriate because they are positioned to contribute to an in-depth understanding of the research problem (Padgett, 2012).

5.2 Study Design
The plan for this study was a purposive sample design. Individuals who participated in U.S. watershed initiatives were the total study population. The target population was individuals who were leaders and participants in the two watershed organizations that are the focus of the study. The study sample was the individuals who agreed to be interviewed.

Dabic and Stojanov (2014) determined the most valuable data from qualitative research is a limited number of individuals with first-hand knowledge of the study problem using semi-structured interviews. Twenty-two participants from two watershed organizations in one mid-Eastern state agreed to semi-structured interviews. The study participants had personal knowledge of the factors that might define an unexplored community engagement framework between the firm and the community applicable to U.S. watershed initiatives. These individuals were most relevant to the study because they are directly involved in decisions relating to the management processes, organization design, and funding of projects and, therefore, they had the most experience, knowledge, and insight relating to the study research questions.

The executive directors of both organizations recommended specific individuals be interviewed from their organizations. The primary inclusion criterion was to identify at least one interviewee from each sector of the organization such as business, funders, and nongovernment organizations (NGO’s) who had experience, knowledge, and insight relating to the study objectives. The primary exclusion criterion was a lack of personal knowledge about the study objectives. At least one individual with knowledge of the study research questions participated from each organization’s primary sectors to assure diversity of thought regarding the study research questions. This approach to identifying participants is consistent with the purposive sampling method. In purposive sampling, individuals participate for a purpose such as being representative of a group that has diverse views of an issue (Golafshani, 2003).

All interviews were recorded and then transcribed. A verbatim transcript was a requirement for proper coding of interview content into categories that help define data patterns important to proper data analysis (Leedy & Ormrod, 2016). The transcriptions were uploaded to NVivo11 software for analysis and theme development. NVivo11 software also helped identify emerging patterns and ideas. Codes categorized interview responses into themes, relationships, and patterns for each of the cases. Matching the coded data from the study with relevant text containing words and phrases from the theoretical constructs, conceptual framework, and applicable passages in the literature defined themes leading to the development of appropriate conclusions (Salmona & Kaczynski, 2016).

5.3 Reliability, Validity, Data Saturation
In Howell’s (2013) view, reliability and validity are inseparable - a concept is not valid unless it is reliable. Shank (2006) maintained reliability is about the accuracy of measurements while validity is about the truth of observations. Credibility occurs when study participants and uninvolved researchers agree the description and findings of a case are an accurate representation of reality (Padgett, 2012). Jensen and Sandstrom (2013) suggest
Methods that increase credibility are: (a) allow enough time with participants to assure accuracy of their views; (b) use a holistic approach to interpreting data such as triangulation; (c) ask peers to critique findings, and (d) request participant’ review of the study data analysis. These methods were implemented except for participant review of study data analysis. The knowledge, and experience of the executive directors who reviewed the study findings, conclusions, and recommendations was determined to be a credible link between the responses of the participants and the themes and codes that emerged to help assure study’ credibility.

Data saturation occurs when no new themes or content emerges from data gathering methods (Fusch & Ness, 2015). Interviews and document reviews continued until the appropriate degree of trustworthiness occurred based on repetitive data (Toma, 2011). Data saturation occurred at the completion of 22 interviews. The 22nd interview consisted of responses to the interview questions that were close to responses from the previous five interviews.

5.4 Triangulation

Triangulation is the comparison of data from multiple sources to develop an in-depth knowledge of a situation, experience, or phenomena (Barnham, 2015; Carter, Bryant-Lukosius, Neville, & DiCenso, 2014; Padgett, 2012). Barnham (2015) concluded multiple triangulation methods are a legitimate response to criticism that case study research lacks the rigor of quantitative research. Fusch and Ness (2015) agreed triangulation is a key advantage of the case study design. Semi-structured interviews, public document review, meeting attendance, and observations were used to triangulate the study data. When triangulated, the perspectives of the leaders and participants of the two watershed organizations represented a diverse set of data.

6. Findings

Scholarly literature does not adequately address shared value and the application of the TBL of sustainable development to CSR engagement initiatives (Porter & Kramer, 2011; Rangan et al., 2015). The general problem is insufficient understanding of how shared value is created between the firm and the community (Porter & Kramer, 2011). The specific problem is the lack of an existing framework relating to the creation of shared value when applying the TBL of sustainable development to CSR engagement initiatives between the firm, the community, and U.S. watershed initiatives to help resolve often conflicting stakeholder views. Issues least understood are the intention of the firm, to whom is the firm responsible, and the degree to which the firm and the community are mutually accountable to achieve business and community success (Bowie, 2012; Dunham et al., 2006).

The research question (RQ) was: How do shared value, CSR, TBL define a community engagement framework between the firm, the community, and U.S. watershed initiatives to help resolve often conflicting stakeholder views? Themes and subthemes were developed to answer the research question, and four research sub-questions (SQ). The four sub-themes supported the key theme.

1) RQ. Key Theme: Shared value, CSR, TBL were factors that defined a community engagement framework when integrated into a single strategy between the firm, the community, and U.S. watershed initiatives using a dialogue process to help resolve often conflicting stakeholder views.

This theme was one of two primary outcomes of the study findings supported by the data analysis of 22 interviews of individuals who participated in the two watershed initiatives selected for study and the analysis of the responses from the four research sub-questions (SQ 1-4). The theme confirmed shared value, CSR, and TBL defined a community engagement framework between the firm, the community, and U.S. watershed initiatives. The key theme addressed the gap in the literature discussed by Dunham, Freeman and Liedtka (2006) regarding the inadequacy of innovative community engagement frameworks that explore new combinations of factors that facilitate the relationship between the firm and the community. The key theme was an example of an emerging approach to generate shared value for the firm and the community by applying the shared value construct to the firm’s engagement practices (Porter & Kramer, 2011). An example of shared value that aligned with the key theme was the TBL drives improvements in community economic prosperity, social equity, and environmental quality (Rangan, Chase, & Karim, 2015).

2) SQ1. Subtheme: The factors that contributed to creating shared value were interrelated and contributed to creating shared value when joined together in a Sustainable Community Engagement Framework (Appendix A) to help resolve often conflicting stakeholder views. The factors defined from analysis of the study interview data were: sense of place, moral compass, collaborative approach, CSR, TBL, and license to operate. This subtheme answered how of the research question by documenting the factors that contributed to creating shared value were interrelated and may create shared value when joined together in a strategy to help resolve stakeholder differences. The insight was the factors that contributed to creating shared value were more inclusive of how shared value was created than the basic framework described in the Key Theme. The inclusion of the TBL as a factor suggested the framework
should be characterized as sustainable. The Sustainable Community Engagement Framework (Appendix A) was the second primary outcome of this study and a direct, documented response to the How of the research question. This outcome further addressed the gap in the literature discussed by Dunham et al. (2006) regarding the inadequacy of innovative community engagement frameworks that explore new combinations of factors that facilitate the relationship between the firm and the community.

3) SQ2. Subtheme. CSR contributed to creating shared value when a firm committed to CSR as a core value with the intent to meet the expectations of society in a collaborative process to help resolve often conflicting stakeholder views. These factors were suggested by the study interview data: CSR as a business core value, meeting the TBL expectations of society in a collaborative process, integrating company and community, and competitive advantage for the firm. Interviews with global leaders supported assertions that CSR as a core value of the firm demonstrates: (a) societal expectations of business have evolved to become rules of the game; (b) the firm must be accountable for non-shareholder interests; (c) and shareholders have moral obligations toward society (Schwartz & Saiia, 2012). The interview data implicitly and explicitly supported the assertion that business is under increasing pressure to be accountable to society as well as shareholders (Freeman & Hasnaoui, 2011; Maltz, Thomson, & Ringold, 2011). The study data confirmed the emerging view that CSR is not whether but how business should be responsive to society’s expectations (Abels & Martelli, 2012; Maltz et al., 2011).

The responses of interviewed business leaders aligned with the four dimensions of CSR: improve profitability, meet social expectations, accomplish business goals, and behave ethically (Brown & Forster, 2013). The study data supported Carroll (1998) and Schwartz and Saiia’s (2012) contention that the social responsibility of business includes economic, social, and environmental expectations of society. The following objections to CSR were not mentioned by the interviewees: the construct intrudes on what should be the proper role of government, distracts from making a profit, and encourages unauthorized distribution of shareholder’s money by management (“Does CSR Work?” 2008).

4) SQ3. Subtheme. The TBL contributed to creating shared value when applied as a holistic mindset using a dialogue process between business and watershed initiatives that demonstrated the value of the TBL construct to help resolve often conflicting stakeholder views. Factors supporting the sub theme: holistic mindset, dialogue, business leadership, demonstrating the value of the TBL. Sustainable development required integration of the TBL of economic prosperity, social equity, and environmental quality into the firm’s strategic decision-making; however, the three dimensions are not always in harmony (Gao & Zhang, 2006; Glavas & Mish, 2015; Gomis, Parra, Hoffman & McNulty, 2011). Interviews of business participants supported the integration of the TBL into strategic decision making but did not address compatibility. There was a consensus that TBL expertise should be shared with communities where the company has a presence.

The academic community was trending away from debating sustainable development as an if construct, while moving more toward improving understanding of why and how business is integrating the TBL (Glavas & Mish, 2015). Study data confirmed the challenge for managers was to define the value of integrating the TBL in decision-making (Maltz et al., 2011).

Watershed A (WSA) adopted the TBL in its mission statement but often found the primary challenge was identifying projects that met the TBL criteria. Watershed B (WSB) did not adopt the TBL in the organization’s mission statement. There were multiple mentions in the interview data that the TBL construct was either not understood or was understood but not called the TBL.

Effectively integrating stakeholder dialogue in the firm’s strategic decision-making was a critical factor in implementing the TBL (Gao & Zhang, 2006). The study data confirmed dialogue was a critical factor in implementing the TBL. Dialogue has been widely advocated in the literature particularly as an instrument to facilitate the shift from conflict to collaboration in resolving TBL issues (Gao & Zhang, 2006). The study data indicated the lack of dialogue was an implicit barrier between business and both WSA and WSB relating to participation and adoption of the TBL. Citizen advocacy was a primary justification for the firm to use dialogue processes as a method to resolve conflicting TBL issues (Nemetz, 2015). Study data confirmed WSA and WSB used citizen advocacy to focus public attention on their agendas. The effectiveness of dialogue processes varied depending on how closely a stakeholder group’s agenda aligned with the agenda of WSA or WSB.

5) SQ4. Subtheme. A watershed initiative contributed to creating shared value using a collaborative approach to help resolve often conflicting stakeholder views when investing in projects that improved community quality of life economically, socially, and environmentally. Factors supporting the sub theme: a collaborative approach to develop a shared vision, improving community quality of life, applying the TBL. Often referred to as collaborative watershed initiative partnerships, the term was defined as multisector groups that worked together informally to
address environmental issues within the boundary of a watershed (Benson, Jordan, Cook, & Smith, 2013; Brinkman, Seekamp, Davenport, & Brehm, 2012; Leach & Pelkey, 2001). This definition was consistent with the organizational frameworks of WSA and WSB. A difference was the TBL was a primary factor in how WSA invested in projects.

Genskow (2009) and Benson et al. (2013) describe collaborative watershed initiative partnerships as focusing on specific geographical areas, emphasizing integration of economic, social and environmental resources (TBL), encouraging broad stakeholder participation, and bottom-up decision-making processes. This definition more closely aligned with WSA given the inclusion of TBL. The interview data supported the view that a strength of the watershed initiative was the diversity of participation that encouraged people to learn from each other by being around the same table in a collaborative process that built trust.

Leach and Pelkey’s (2001) literature review of 36 watershed partnerships published between 1990 and 1999 found themes that accounted for success were adequate funding, effective leadership, a culture of trust, and motivated participants. These themes were confirmed by the data gathered from the study’s 22 participants. An additional conclusion from the literature was frameworks that predict success were difficult to develop because community circumstances vary considerably (Leach & Pelkey, 2001). This challenge was addressed by the versatility of the Sustainable Community Engagement Framework (Appendix A).

Common watershed initiative characteristics were: purposeful selection of participating stakeholders, a transparent process to build trust, clarity of decision-making, unbiased and competent facilitators, and adequate funding to support a viable process (Irvin & Stansbury, 2004). These were operational characteristics of WSA and WSB.

Analysis of the interview data suggested a lack of alignment of the watershed initiative agenda with stakeholders other than environmental oriented groups was a weakness that needed to be addressed as the watershed initiative grew and evolved over time. Dias-Kope and Miller-Stevens (2015) emphasized that grassroots watershed initiatives were effective at building trust and social capital because stakeholders were part of the community. This assertion was confirmed from analysis of the interview data from WSA and WSB.

### 7. Conclusions

The research question was: How do shared value, CSR, TBL define a community engagement framework between the firm, the community, and U.S. watershed initiatives to help resolve often conflicting stakeholder views? The following principal conclusions addressed the research question:

- **Shared value, CSR, TBL** were factors that defined a community engagement framework when integrated into a collaborative strategy between the firm, the community, and U.S. watershed initiatives to help resolve often conflicting stakeholder views.

- **Shared value factors** were interrelated and contributed to creating shared value when strategically joined together in a Sustainable Community Engagement Framework (Appendix A) to help resolve often conflicting stakeholder views.

### 7.1 Implications of the Findings

This qualitative, multiple case study addresses a gap in the literature relating to unexplored engagement strategies that help resolve often conflicting stakeholder views between business and the communities where business has a presence.

1) The study conclusions redefined the business case for firms to participate in a collaborative dialogue process with watershed initiative partnerships in communities where the firm has a presence to help resolve often conflicting stakeholder views.

2) The factors of CSR and the TBL, when embedded in the firm’s core values, help assure the success of a collaborative dialogue process with a watershed initiative partnership that may create shared value to help resolve often conflicting stakeholder views.

3) The shared value created for the firm from a collaborative dialogue process with a watershed initiative may improve community quality of life, enhance community relationships, assure the firm’s license to operate and help resolve often conflicting stakeholder views.

4) The shared value for the watershed initiative in a collaborative process with business may be enhanced understanding and application of the TBL, improved community quality of life for projects that meet the TBL, a funding source for projects in addition to helping resolve often conflicting stakeholder views.
7.2 Recommendations for Action

1) In communities where the firm has a business presence, an executive of the firm might consider leading a process, using the Sustainable Community Engagement Framework (Appendix A) as a resource, to determine whether there is a business case for participating in a collaborative dialogue with a watershed initiative.

2) The business case for participation in a collaborative dialogue process with a watershed initiative should demonstrate alignment with the firm’s business interests.

3) The business case might be used as the basis for dialogue with the executive director of a watershed initiative to determine how well the agenda of the watershed initiative aligns with the business interests of the firm. A collaborative dialogue may define shared value for both organizations particularly in helping resolve often conflicting stakeholder views.

Further synthesis of the interview data indicated the following additional recommendations might facilitate watershed initiative relationships with business and other multisector community stakeholders. Implementation of the recommendations might also expand the watershed initiative’s span of influence within watershed communities to improve quality of life for this and future generations.

1) Every 5 years, a watershed initiative might consider conducting a strategic planning process to develop objectives, goals, and plans for the next 5 years that reflect accomplishments and opportunities identified from the previous 5 years.

2) A goal of the watershed strategic planning process might be to consider conducting multi-sector, regional workshops with the intent to enter into collaborative agreements or partnerships that accommodate the agendas of community sectors committed to improve community quality of life.

3) A goal of the watershed strategic planning process might be to consider improving business participation in the watershed initiative; for example, use existing business participants to reach out to community businesses to encourage participation by referencing the conclusions and recommendations of this research study including the Sustainable Community Engagement Framework (Appendix A).

4) A goal of the watershed strategic planning process might be to consider the TBL for inclusion as a component of the organization’s vision and mission.

7.3 Importance of the Study

Using two watershed partnerships as examples, this qualitative, multiple case study redefines the business case for firms engaging their community stakeholders to resolve often conflicting views. The outcomes of this study are particularly relevant to academics, practitioners, business managers, and consultants engaged with high profile organizations whose business activity may generate community concerns about their business activities especially their environmental footprint. Examples are chemical, petroleum, pharmaceutical, agricultural, and utility businesses. The value of this study to business is new insight for engaging communities by applying the TBL to CSR engagement strategies. Potential outcomes, confirming Nemetz’s (2015) view, are: business may gain competitive advantage, enhance reputation, demonstrate responsible citizenship, and avoid coercive regulations. Also, this study should be of interest to executive directors of NGO’s, especially those organizations that have strong environmental orientations. The Sustainable Community Engagement Framework (see Appendix A) articulates the shared value created for both NGO’s and business when they engage to improve community quality of life.

7.4 Limitations

Two limitations of this qualitative, multiple case study might have been (a) the scholarly nature of the research question and sub questions, and (b) the overall complexity of the constructs of CSR, TBL, and shared value. The interviewees were preselected for their predicted knowledge and experience related to the research question and sub questions. However, the scholarly nature of the research question and sub questions required rewording the research question, and sub-questions in more generic form to be understandable to the interviewees. The rewording might have resulted in misinterpretation of the intent of the research question and sub questions. Responses to the interview questions might have included implicit or explicit bias or confusion due to varying degrees of understanding, experience, and knowledge of CSR, TBL, and shared value. There were multiple occasions when probing was required to achieve clarity of responses to the interview questions. Rewording of CSR, TBL, and shared value in generic language might have been inconsistent, confusing, or incompatible with the intent of the constructs.

Additional questions might be raised relating to the replication of the study findings particularly regarding
inclusion of the TBL in the mission statement of WSA. A study finding was the inclusion of the TBL in the mission statement of WSA was an atypical factor compared to U.S. watershed initiatives. The uniqueness of the governance and organizational structure of WSA was an important study finding that deserves clearer understanding. Also, consistent with Yin’s (2014) definition of a case study, there was no representative sample of participants from WSA or WSB.

7.5 Recommendations for Future Research

Future researchers should consider replicating the qualitative research design of this study to test the transferability of the findings. Additional qualitative research studies could improve understanding of what business sectors are the most likely candidates for participation in watershed initiatives. A study variable that could be explored to determine the variable’s strategic importance is WSA included the TBL in WSA's mission statement while WSB did not include the TBL in their organization’s mission statement. A limitation of the study was analysis of the research data indicated inconsistent understanding of the TBL as a construct for investing in watershed projects. Researchers might conduct a study to define criteria and a process for applying the TBL to projects supported by watershed initiatives. A common research method that might be appropriate is a mixed methods approach consisting of a survey of the study participants as the primary research method and then employing the qualitative focus group method to interpret and analyze the survey results (Hesse-Biber & Leavy, 2017).

Future qualitative studies could explore the potential of applying the Sustainable Community Engagement Framework (Appendix A) in a global context particularly in European countries such as Denmark, Sweden, and the United Kingdom where sustainable development and the TBL have gained broader acceptance than in the United States.

Concluding Statement

The Sustainable Community Engagement Framework (see Appendix A) addressed a gap in the literature, and, at the same time, redefined the business case for business to broadly engage community stakeholders who influence or are influenced by a company’s business activity. NGO’s such as watershed initiatives are examples. This previously unexplored framework also has the potential to be applied globally to achieve high impact collaboration with multi sector stakeholder organizations that are strategic to a company’s business success.
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Appendix A. Sustainable Community Engagement Framework

Note. According to the study data, shared value, CSR, the TBL are interrelated and when implemented in a strategy are factors that define an unexplored Sustainable Community Engagement Framework between the firm, the community, and U.S. watershed initiatives.
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